Dry Heat POD Systems
Frequently Asked Questions
Q: What size room does a POD require?
A: An 8’ x10’ room should be sufficient; however you may like to have a larger room
to accommodate a product display, etc.
Q: What are the POD’s measurements?
A: Height closed is 39” and Height open is 89”. Length is 89”. Widest point is 35” and
narrow point is 22”. If you order the optional pedestal, add 7” to the height.

Q: How is the POD delivered?
A: We have a variety of shipping options available, including Inside Delivery, which
means that a team of professionals will deliver the unit to your location, uncrate it,
and place it wherever you ask them to. Talk to your sales representative about our
different delivery options.

Q: What items will I need to re-order? How often?
A: Sybaritic’s Dry Heat POD Systems come with 4 aroma oils. These oils can be
replaced on an as-needed basis depending on frequency of use, and generally tend to
last quite some time.
You will also need to reorder sauna suits and body care products if you decide to follow
up our protocols. Ask your sales representative about our consumables.

Q: Are there restrictions on who can operate the system?
A: No, however some states have guidelines on body wraps, massages, facials, etc.
Check with your local board.
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Q: Is there a height/weight limit for this system?
A: There is a weight limit of 265 lbs for regular use. But for one time use, it is possible to
go up to 300 lbs as long as your client can fit comfortably inside and close the hood.
The reason is to protect the vibratory motors of the bed.
A special knee pillow is included to make dry heat spa sessions more comfortable
for your taller clients. We recommend the use of the pillow for all clients up to 6’3”.
And for shorter people, you can use the wedge pillow for added comfort.

Q: What is the electrical requirement for the POD System ?
A: You will need an electrician to install 220V (50/60 Hz) and 15 Amp access in your
facility.
Q: What is the maximum temperature reached inside the POD System?
A: The dry heat goes up to 180ºF inside the body chamber and can be adjusted at
anytime, even during a preset program session.

Q: How does dry heat work with the body?
A: Alpha Fuzion emits dry heat, which is delivered to the body through two distinct
processes known as conduction and convection. The term convection is defined
as the use of air currents to deliver heat to the body; in short it is the process of
heating a space or environment. Conduction is defined as the direct contact of
hot air to the skin as it is circulated throughout the capsule during each session.

Q: What are the benefits for my business?
A:
Maximizes current services
Allows you to perform multiple services at once
Enhances results with controlled heat and other unique features
Increases revenue
No technician needed, reduce your staffing needs
Q: What are my costs per session?
A: $0.15 - $0.50 in electrical costs.
$4.50-$15.00 when combined with product costs for masks or wraps.
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Q: How many preset programs does the Alpha Fuzion POD feature?
A: 12 pre-set spa programs that automatically select the appropriate temperature,
vibrational massage pattern, aroma blend, duration of the session, and heat pad
selection for optimal results and customized experiences (see program cheat sheet for
more info).

Q: What does the Alpha Fuzion POD include?
A:
Alpha Fuzion System
Pedestal (optional)
Essential Oil Blends: 2x Cleansing, 2x Relaxation, 2x Fitness, and 2x Vigor
2 neck drapes (terry cloth)
Egg of Time audio CD
Headphones
Owner’s Manual (digital)
Marketing Kit DVD
Welcome Kit: 1x Accel TB, 1x Celiminate, 1x Slender Serum, 1x AminoStim, 1x
pack of 12 Disposable Sauna Suits.
3 posters (promo poster, program poster, caution poster).
Q: What is the maintenance requirement?
A: Very little. Just use our Accel TB cleaner to disinfect after each use the bed and
inside hood and under bed.
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